
 
 
 
 

  
  
 
 

Spring is here Passover has arrived  
Activities for elementary students 

Lesson 1 – Festival identity card 
Reminder of the characteristics of the festival; its customs; and the story of the exodus from Egypt. 
Introduction to the Haggadah, And you shall tell your son, Pesach, Matza and Maror 
 
Lesson 2 – And you shall tell your son – what is the Passover Haggadah? 
Introduction to the commandment of passing the message from generation to generation, 
understanding of the word Hagaddah and its connection to the commandment of passing the 
message. Introduction to the Passover Haggadah. 
 
Lesson 3 – How do you know that spring has arrived? 
The objective of the introductory activity is the characteristics of spring in nature. The activity is an 
outdoor experiential activity, in order to become aware of the environment and feel the climate 
and the sensation of spring. (The activity can take place as part of a science lesson or a regular 
lesson with the homeroom teacher) 
 
Lesson 4 – Today you are going out in the month of spring 
Introduction to aspects of spring in the festival, with the appearance of the biblical story. Why is the 
festival of Passover called the festival of spring? Which expressions for this were there in the past 
and at present? If possible discuss the symbolic connection between nature and man and the 
nation, spring in nature and spring of the people. 
 
Lesson 5 – “Hurrah – it’s spring today” 
Introduction to the various songs of spring. Teaching the words and their meaning. Identification of 
characteristics of the season of spring, and the festival of spring according to the songs. 

LESSON 1 – PASSOVER IDENTITY CARD 
 
Name of the festival:  Passover 
Additional names:  festival of freedom, festival of spring, festival of matzot 
Date:  15th Nissan 
Reason for the festival, event: 
Exodus from Egypt – the Children of Israel leave led by Moses, from slavery to freedom, through 
the desert to the Promised Land. 
Marking spring – first of all the harvest, bringing the crops to the Priest, pilgrimage 
Characters: Moses – the leader of the people of Israel and their prophet, Pharaoh the king of Egypt, 
Aaron Moses’ brother and his helper, Miriam Moses’ sister, the daughter of Pharaoh – who takes 
Moses out of the Nile and rears him. 
The commandments of the festival: 

 The Passover Seder – a ceremony and meal focussed on the Passover Haggadah (a 
substitute for the Passover sacrifice). 

 Easting Matzot and no eating leavened goods during all the days of the festival (7 days) 
 Burning the hametz – removing anything that incorporates hametz 

 



 
 
 
 

  
  
 
 

Customs: 
 Feeding the needy – a gift of charity to the poor 
 Going out into the fields and marking the start of the harvesting of the sheaves with a 

ceremony 
 Buying new clothes and items 
 Spring cleaning of the home 
 Bringing gifts 
 The Maimouna celebration – a meal and hospitality at the end of the festival 

LESSON 2 – AND YOU SHALL TELL YOUR SON – WHAT IS THE PASSOVER HAGGADAH? 
 
Objectives 

 Introduction to the commandment of passing the message from generation to generation 
 Understanding the word Haggadah and its connection to the commandment of passing the 

message. 
 Introduction to the Passover Haggadah. 

 
The activity: 

1.  _ Read the bilibcal verse, its interpretation and understand the commandment therein. Write the 
verse on the blackboard. 

On that day tell your son I do this because of what the Lord did for me when I came out of 
Egypt.  
Exodus 13:8. 

 
 What does every Jew need to do? 
 What needs to be said to the son? Why is it important? 
 From the preceding verses, when should the commandment be fulfilled? 

3.. Then Moses said to the people, remember this day, the day you came out of Egypt, out 
of the land of slavery, because the Lord brought you out of it with a mighty hand. And eat 
nothing containing hametz...... 5. When the Lord brings you into the land of the 
Canaanites, Hittites, Amorites, Hivites and Jebusites, the land he promised to your 
forefathers to give you, a land flowing with milk and honey, you are to observe this 
ceremony in this month: 

 
 Why is it important when the Children of Israel reached the Land of Israel to tell their sons 

about the exodus from Egypt?  What danger is there to the Torah the moment they arrived 
in Israel? 

 This commandment is said at the peak of the preparations when escaping from Egypt, prior 
to the plague of the firstborn, why do G-d and Moses deal with this at this moment as to 
what the Children of Israel shall say to their sons in the coming generations? What does this 
say about the importance of the commandment of this saying? 

 
2. The meaning of the word Haggadah 

Write the word Haggadah on the blackboard. Ask: 
 What words is it similar to? 



 
 
 
 

  
  
 
 

 What is the connection between the word Haggadah and the verse from the Book of 
Exodus? 

In each and every generation each person must see himself as if he has left Egypt, saying: “And you 
shall tell your son on that day saying, G-d did this for me when I left Egypt. 
From the Passover Haggadah 
  

 What, therefore, is the role of the Haggadah and the Passover Seder? Why do we conduct 
it? 

Supplement for the teacher: 

[This part has no relevance when translated into English] 

LESSON 3 – HOW DO WE KNOW THAT SPRING HAS ARRIVED? 

Objectives: 
 Introduction to the characteristics of the season of spring in nature. 
 Introduction to nature in the school environment 
 Experiential activity which activates a variety of senses. 
 Creation of a connection between the theoretical concepts relating to the festival of spring 

and the experiences and feelings that spring creates. 
 
 

Description of the activity 
1. Go outside to an area surrounding the school which is safe and has natural vegetation. 

Tell the students to spread out in the area and try to use their senses for several minutes: 
 What can you see? Which colours are in the majority? 
 What can you hear? 
 What can you smell? 
 What do you feel? (the sense of touch, temperature 

Come back together and hear from the students what they have seen, heard, smelled and 
felt. 

2. Divide the class into groups. Each group is a group of reporters of a global nature 
newspaper. 
The group is required to describe the season of spring in words and drawings. You may allocate 
roles in the group or between the groups, each one/each group must describe another field. 

 Flowering – which flowers are flowering? Which colours are the flowers? What shapes 
do the flowers have? 

 Trees and bushes – what is the situation with the trees? How do they look? Do they 
have leaves, flowers, fruit? 

 Animals – which animals can you see/hear? What are they doing? 
 

 Each group decides what to put into its articles, and reports to the whole class. 



 
 
 
 

  
  
 
 

 A task may be given to draw a picture for the article (either a joint picture or choose 
someone to draw for the group – “the photographer”, or get a camera for each group 
to take a photo and choose one photograph that reflects spring. 

LESSON 4 – TODAY YOU ARE GOING OUT IN THE MONTH OF SPRING 
 
Objectives 

 Introduction to the references to the festival of Passover in the biblical texts. 
 Introduction to the source of the name “the festival of spring” for the festival of Passover. 
 Understanding the connection between the nature-oriented festival, and the agricultural 

festival with the historical festival. 
 
The activity 

1. Reading parts from the sources and questions about each part: 
Exodus from Egypt 
And Moses said to the people, Remember this day, the day you came out of Egypt, out of the land 
of slavery, because the Lord brought you out of it with a mighty hand. Eat nothing containing 
hametz. 4. Today, in the month of Aviv, you are leaving. 5. When the Lord brings you into the land 
of the Canaanites, Hittites, Amorites, Hivites and Jebusites—the land he promised to your 
forefathers to give you, a land flowing with milk and honey, you are to observe this in this 
month: 6. For seven days eat unleavened bread and on the seventh day it shall be a festival to 
the Lord. 7.Eat unleavened bread during those seven days; nothing with hametz in it is to be seen 
among you, nor shall any hametz be seen anywhere within your borders. 
 

 What does Moses order the people to do? (Remember) 
 When do the Children of Israel leave Egypt? What denotes the time? (the month of spring, 

the season) 
 
The festival of Passover – the festival of spring 
14. Three times a year you are to celebrate a festival to me. 15. Celebrate the Festival of Unleavened 
Bread; for seven days eat unleavened bread, as I commanded you. Do this at the appointed time in the 
month of spring, for in that month you came out of Egypt. No one is to appear before me empty-handed. 16. 
Celebrate the Festival of Harvest with the first fruits of the crops you sow in your field.. Celebrate the 
Festival of Ingathering at the end of the year, when you gather in your crops from the field. 17. Three times a 
year all the men are to appear before the Lord your G-d.. Exodus 2 
 

 Which festivals are mentioned in the section? What is common to them? (Passover, Shavuot 
(Pentecost), Succot (Tabernacles) pilgrimage) 

 What is the festival of Passover called? What are the festivals of Pentecost and Tabernacles 
called) (The festival of matzot, the festival of the harvest, the festival of the ingathering) 

 What is the description of time for each festival? What is common between the descriptions 
of the time? (Passover – the month of spring, Pentecost – first fruits, Tabernacles – 
ingathering of crops. The time of the festival is determined pursuant to nature and 
agriculture. 

 
Celebrate the month of spring 



 
 
 
 

  
  
 
 

18. Celebrate the festival of unleavened bread, for seven days eat unleavened bread as I commanded you. 
Because in the month of spring you left Egypt. 
Exodus 34 
1. Celebrate the month of the spring, and make Passover for the Lord your G-d, because in the month of 
spring your Lord G-d took you out of Egypt – at night. 
Deuteronomy 16 
 

 What is the commandment in both the verses? (Celebrate, celebrate) 
 What is the reason that we have to celebrate the festival specifically at this time, in spring? (Because 

the exodus from Egypt was in spring) 
 Try to guess/interpret why this season is specifically important to the festival? (Mention the event as 

it happened, in spring it is possible to go outside, to make the pilgrimage to the Temple. In spring 
there is a feeling of renewal of nature and people). 

LESSON 5 – HURRAH IT IS SPRING TODAY – SPRING SONGS 
 
Objectives 

 Introduction to spring songs and festival songs. 
 Study of the unique characteristics of the season of spring as they appear in songs 

 
Activity 
1. Play the songs and show the words on pages or on the board. 
2. Divide the students into groups or give each student one song. The student or the group are 

required to find and mark expressions in the song that characterize spring. 
 
Buds have been seen in Israel 
Buds have been seen, have been seen in Israel 
The lark has arrived, the time of the lark 
Because autumn has passed, the rain has disappeared. 
 

 Buds 
 The lark appears 
 End of the rains 

 
The rain has departed / Matityahu Shalem 

 
The rain has departed, it has gone, gone 
The cloud in the sky has gone, gone 
The ground feels the light of the sun 
The ears of corn have lifted their heads high 
The people of the mountain will sing loudly to each other 
Hello, hello, Hurrah! Hurrah! Spring today 
Waves emerge in the creek 
The woodland is busy with overflowing joy 
The landscape is turning green in the fields 
Red tulips have appeared in the crevices 
In the valleys wild flowers sing to each other: 
Hello, hello, hurrah, hurrah, spring has come. 

 The rain has passed 



 
 
 
 

  
  
 
 

 There are no clouds 
 The light of the sun is getting stronger 
 The sheaves are ripening 
 The water is flowing in the rivers (due to the previous rain or thawing of the snows) 
 Life in the woodlands (insects and birds) 
 Growth of the vegetation 
 Flowering of the tulips and wild flowers 

 
Now we know that spring is here / Words and music: Datia Ben Dor 

 Do you know who is coming in Nissan? 
 Who? 
 The spring 
 Ah? 
 How do we know that spring is here? 
 There are signs..... 

 
How do we know that spring is here? 
We look all around us 
And if we see that there is no more mud 
On the paths 
And if we see that the coats have disappeared 
And if the poppy and the chrysanthemum 
In honour of the festival have decorated my country 
They we know (then we know) 
That spring has come (spring has come) 
Then we know that spring has come, 
Then we know (then we know) 
That spring has come (spring has come) 
Then we know that spring has come 
 

 There is no mud on the paths 
 The coats have disappeared 
 The poppy and the chrysanthemum 

are flowering 
 Matzot and wine 

 

How do we know that spring has come? 
We look all around us 
And if we see lots of working hands 
Carrying heavy baskets with wine 
And matzot 
And if we sing “Great Joy” 
“Spring is here, Passover is coming” 
Then we know (then we know) 
That spring has come (that spring has come) 
Then we know that spring has come 
Then we know (then we know) 
That spring has come (that sp[ring has come) 
Then we know that spring has come 
 

The March of Spring / Ora Zitner 
If all the puddles have dried 
And if the orchards are flowering 
If the buttercups will take the place 
Of the narcissi 
This is the sign that spring 
Is already walking along the roads 
And we should open a window 
And get rid of the sprays 
 
A tulip grew in the wadi 
Donkeys are roaming in the meadows 
And I suddenly hear 
My whole country is singing 

A tempest of sands 
Will carry us to Sodom 
Good morning Mrs Lot 
It was a pleasure – go in peace 
Between the salty bushes 
We will go as far as Ein Gedi 
On the waterfall with the wind 
And the water we shall play 
Via Arugot River 
We will return two by two 
We will not forget the coast 
To pick oleanders 
 



 
 
 
 

  
  
 
 

 
Because here the spring is only for two days 
Here the spring will die young 
He limps and is a hermit 
Yes, he limps and is a hermit 
 
On the peak of the mountain there is snow 
We will ascend on a blue day 
And straight to Ayelet 
We will roll down the trail 
In the courtyard in Hulata 
We will fall asleep on the grass 
And from there we will descend 
And follow the Jordan river 
In the thicket of Genosar 
We will climb a palm tree 
In Arbel we will roll 
Stones from the top of the mountain 
 
Because here it is spring 
 

In the largest crater 
We will fill a bottle with sand 
In Masada on the wall 
We will leave a big signature 
On the Scorpion route 
Sit little girl on a goat 
Be strong, it doesn’t matter 
We are coming to Mount Hor 
If we manage to get at least to 
Ein Orhot 
Soon, soon 
And we are in Eilat! 
 
Because the tulip has grown in the wadi 
And the donkeys are roaming in the meadow 
And I have reached this far 
However the song is still not over 
 
This is the time to open a window 
To the wonderful green landscapes 
Please remember and don’t forget 
Once a year it is spring... 
Once a year it is spring.... 
Once a year it is spring! 

 
 
 

 The puddles have dried 
 The  orchards are flowering 
 The chrysanthemums are flowing, the end of the narcissi  
 The tulip flowers 
 Opening windows 
 Going for trips 

 
APPENDIX FOR THE TEACHER 

 
 

From the explanation by Maimonides about the leap year one can understand the importance of the season 
in which Passover falls 
“Mishneh Torah” Maimonides – Kiddush Hachodesh Chapter 4 
 
1, A leap year, is a year when a month is added; and only the month of Adar is added and no other, and in 
that year there are two months of Adar, Adar A and Adar B. And why is this month added – because of the 
time of spring, so that Passover shall be at that time, saying “Celebrate the month of spring (Deuteronomy 
16:1) so that this month shall be during the spring, and if this month had not been added Passover would 
come twice in the summer and twice in the winter. 

 


